Kissinger goes to Moscow: will conduct arms talks

WASHINGTON (AP) - Secretary of State Henry Kissinger said Wednesday he is going to Moscow on the strength of his recent talks with the Soviets and his belief that the brightened prospects could be clouded by prolonged Soviet military buildup.

The United States considers such actions incompatible with a good relationship, Kissinger said in a statement at a news conference.

He emphasized, however, that harnessing nuclear weapons is a new and more powerful weapon, as well as more dangerous to the two superpowers and the world itself.

Even with the conflict in Angola, Kissinger said, "we should not play with the strategic arms limitations negotiations. It is a matter that is of profound concern to the long-term security of the United States and to the world in general."

The Notre Dame cheerleaders were voted the second-best cheerleading squad in the country, according to the International Cheerleading Foundation.

"We do so many things in different areas: dancing, gymnastics, partner stunts, big stunts, and we've done it all on our own," Grabavoy continued.

"We don't have any choreographer or outside help. It all comes from inside the group. I'm very proud of that fact," Grabavoy said.

The rest of the top twenty were ranked as follows: University of Southern California (second last year), Auburn University (first last year), UCLA, Pennsylvania State University, Texas, Wake Forest University, Notre Dame, Ohio State University, University of Oregon, Marquette University, Kansas State University, Michigan State University, USC Varsity Acrobatic, University of South Carolina and the University of North Carolina.

No gynecologists needed

When the administration of the infirmary announces any new medical facility, there was some apprehension concerning women's medical problems.

"I haven't really had many requests for a gynecologist here. We have more calls for a basic doctor because of the number of injuries involved in campus life," said Dr. St. Louis, who administers the infirmary for the university.

"We have instituted the infirmary program," Sr. Dolores noted. "We have a program to take care of students' health problems and we are trying to integrate the needs of students with the aims of the university.

"There are no huge state schools supported by the tax payers. They do not necessarily have liberal arts programs," she said.

"We feel it's important for a girl to have someone to advise her. It all comes from inside the group. I'm very proud of that fact," Grabavoy said.

"We don't have any choreographer or outside help. It all comes from inside the group. I'm very proud of that fact."
WASHINGTON - Chief federal mediator W.J. Usery Jr. is expected to be named secretary of labor now that John H. Dunlop has quit. In explaining his resignation, Dunlop said Wednesday he had lost the "sense of trust, confidence and respect" essential between government and the union movement.

Usery, 52, widely respected by both labor and management, was passed over for the Labor Department job last March when Dunlop was named to succeed Peter J. Brennan.

With Dunlop leaving, the administration is counting on Usery's mediating expertise to maintain industrial peace in this election year. Major contracts affecting 4.5 million workers are up for renegotiation, and a rash of strikes and inflationary settlements could abort the economic recovery and damage Ford politically.

Although considered the leading candidate, Usery's nomination is by no means certain. He is expected to be opposed by the same conservative groups that persuaded the President to reverse his position on the "common site" picketing bill, which would have given unions the right to picket an entire construction site.

Ford vetoed the bill, sought by organized labor since the Truman administration, after Givan said he would accept Dunlop and labor leaders that he would sign the switch destroyed Dunlop's credibility with the labor chiefs who accused Ford of a double-cross.

Dunlop, 61, a Harvard economist and long-time arbitrator and mediator in construction and industry disputes, is leaving Ford at the White House Tuesday evening. He submitted a one-paragraph letter resigning his his resignation, and thanking Ford for the opportunity to serve.

John T. Dunlop has quit. In explaining his resignation, Dunlop said Wednesday he had lost the "sense of trust, confidence and respect" essential between government and the union movement.

"I have resigned because since the veto an atmosphere
**ND infirmary compared to other campuses**

(continued from page 1) the supervisor noted, "It's a little hard to say, but we haven't had any bad letters in the student newspaper."

She added, "Some students don't want any part of it, of course. Many are from the suburbs of East and are used to having their parents pay for specialists, so they want to come to this clinic once or twice to come along with the times."

"We try to go with the students' needs," she said.

Princeton University went coed about the same time Notre Dame did. It has some 1500 women enrolled with full-time undergraduate enrollment at Princeton is near 9000.

Princeton has a sex education clinic in its health service facility, according to Susan Fox, the clinic's coordinator. Princeton employs three physicians whose salaries are paid by the university, she said.

According to Fox, about 40 women a year work at the Princeton sex clinic. Counselors are a major part of the sex education program at Princeton University when it came to Boston College. "We dispense birth control pills," Mazzur noted.

She explained, "In any given week, there may be only 6 to 24 calls for a gynecologist, and it is difficult to find a doctor who is willing to spend his time at the Notre Dame infirmary to answer only a few calls.

When discussing the availability of gynecologists at other schools, Mazzur referred to the fact that many of those schools were affiliated with a medical school. "At Notre Dame we can't program the need for a gynecologist. Who knows if anyone would have a problem on the days a gynecologist was scheduled to visit the infirmary," Jones said.

"I don't know what the infirmary has been able to do concerning the service of a gynecologist," she said. "In the South Bend area who have said they will try to schedule Notre Dame women within 46 hours so it won't be too late to avoid severe consequences if they see a gynecologist.

Jones said she has no hard data on whether this system is actually working. "If the doctors that the infirmary sees are not going by this arrangement, then we haven't profited. Notre Dame is not doing so well," Jones noted.

Another junior said a gynecologist would be especially useful at Notre Dame because "women need special attention concerning such delicate matters."

"It is certainly not immoral or un-Christian to handle such matters, but it is so much easier to go to the infirmary," she said. The University of Notre Dame is a Catholic university, it is hard to discuss one result of having a gynecologist: an increase in contraceptive requests—without

One sophomore woman said birth control pills should only be given by the gynecologist because "one home physician because individuals react so differently. However she said the infirmary should have a gynecologist once or twice a week. She noted, "It's rather a special need for the reason you have an orthodontist to handle breaks and sprains—specialists with specialized knowledge to handle special problems."
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It may be argued that while the health center at Princeton is fine for Princeton, the school is not affording the same amount of necessary services for women as Notre Dame.

But Fox said, "We have the complete support of the Catholic church at Princeton, and we have been told by the students about birth control and sexuality that we have not been so responsive physically and mentally.

Fr. Evans, one of the chaplains and academic advisors, said, "There is nothing wrong with dispensing information." He also stated that counseling is available for all and sees no conflict with Catholic doctrine.

"It is important to the Catholic Church's stand of the office at Princeton, but I let each man pursue his own mind."
Israelis review position in Geneva negotiations

By The Associated Press

Geneva (AP) — An Israeli official threatened Wednesday to boycott talks with Arab nations regarding a proposal to ask the U.N. Security Council to add Palestinian "national rights" to the framework for a future Middle East peace settlement.

"Let there be no mistake; Mideast could lead to 'paralyzing the vision' of the Geneva conference," the source said.

The Geneva conference was convened after the October 1973 Mideast war, with the United States, Britain and France as co-chairmen. It met once, then reconvened to await Secretary of State Henry A. Kissinger's personal diplomacy.

Arab nations want the Palestine Liberation Organization admitted to the next Geneva session, but Israel refuses to negotiate with the guerrilla organization as long as the 1.6 million Arab refugees remain in camps outside the Palestinian territories. The Palestinians want the recognition of their "national rights" in the existing Security Council resolutions.

The new Israeli proposal, a call for Israeli withdrawal from territories captured in the 1967 war, was presented on Tuesday night by officials of the State Department.

Arab sources said the Palestinians had not agreed in principle on a settlement for the "thousand small and large" problems which have been discussed in previous talks.

The United Nations Security Council in 1967 adopted resolutions calling for withdrawal from the territories occupied during the war, but no action has been taken on the Arab "national rights." The Arab league has been preoccupied with the civil war in Lebanon, Syria and Jordan.

The Mideast situation has been further complicated by the development of the oil crisis and the rise of the Arab revolution.

The Arab sources said that the Israeli demands were unrealistic, noting that the Security Council had already provided for self-defense against Israel's nuclear weapons.

The Arab sources said that the Israeli demands were unrealistic, noting that the Security Council had already provided for self-defense against Israel's nuclear weapons.

The Arab sources said that the Israeli demands were unrealistic, noting that the Security Council had already provided for self-defense against Israel's nuclear weapons.
Patty Hearst to testify against psychiatrist

SAN FRANCISCO (AP) — Patricia Hearst broke her silence in court last week during her hearing to determine whether she was legally sane. Hearst's lawyers contended that she had been brainwashed by the Symbionese Liberation Army, which Hearst was formerly associated with. Hearst's testimony was crucial in determining whether she was legally sane at the time she committed the crimes.

Law team ranked among top four

Notre Dame's Law School Men's Law School Men's Competition Team is ranked among the nation's four best after its performance in the 30th Annual National Moot Court Competition in New York City in mid-December. The team went to the final round in a tiebreak against the University of California at Davis and Machinery College in New York. The team was chosen to participate in the New York City competition by winning its Regional in November. The last two teams to participate in the competition will argue in a simulated anti-trust case before the U.S. Supreme Court. The competition is co-sponsored by the Young Lawyers Committee of the American Bar Association and the Bar of the City of New York and the American College of Trial Lawyers.

NCAA defeats new plan

However, the delegates did not do away with in-person scouting of opponents in sports except basketball for University Division—that is, big-time—teams, and abolished spring football practice for Division III schools. But they refused to extend pre-season practice limitations to all sports that modestly existent legislation regarding pre-season practice football and basketball. They also refused to limit the length of seasons in sports other than football and basketball.

Pittsburgh-Dallas game

Bogus bowl tickets sold

MIAMI (AP) — Counterfeit tickets are on sale for Super Bowl X between the Pittsburgh Steelers and Dallas Cowboys, a National Football League official said Wednesday. Jim Kinnell, executive director of the NFL, said the bogus tickets came to his attention when a resident of Hallandale, Fla., a Miami suburb, brought the tickets to NFL officials at Super Bowl headquarters, complaining that the seat and row numbers were smudged. The tickets were purchased by the man in an orange and blue landscape Establishment, he said. The face value of every Super bowl ticket is $30. Kinnell said the phony tickets had a white spot in the lower left hand corner of the picture and the seat and row numbers smudged easily. They also are printed on coarser and heavier paper and the color is less brilliant.

Get more out of your last 2 years

If for some reason you missed taking Army ROTC in your first two years of college, you can still take it in your last two. But only if you apply while you're still a sophomore. In order to make up for the years you missed, you'll have to attend a special camp in the summer before your junior year. You'll end up with a total of $2,900 in the Two-Year Program. You'll get some gap year military officer training at the college degree.
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WASHINGTON — Ron Nessen has been complaining about the clumsy image the media has been giving President Ford. Angered by the press coverage devoted to Mr. Ford’s skiing habits while skiing, Nessen told reporters it was "the most unaccountable misrepresentations and of all President he’d ever heard of."

He went on to say that President Ford was the "best co-ordinated President in history."

Now any press secretary worth his salt should know you don’t get anywhere by complaining about the image the media is presenting of a President. What you do is turn an act of clumsiness into one of skill and dexterity.

I don’t like to tell the White House press secretary how to run his business, but this would have been a much better way to handle the situation.

The afternoon briefing at Vail

Q—Ron, we have a report that the President fell while skiing today. What do you have on that?

A—Yes, the President fell as planned this afternoon in six inches of snow near a large Aspen tree.

Q—As planned, Ron?

A—That’s right. As the President left Washington, the President made plans to fall just once so all the photographers would get the only picture they had made the trip for.

Q—You mean the President didn’t have to fall?

A—He certainly didn’t. As you know, the President is the best skier who ever lived in the White House.

But despite it this took great skill to fall exactly where the photographers were stationed. Secret Servicemen were against it, but the President overruled them. The President said, "I don’t think we’re going to fall down once while I’m skiing, everyone will think I’m not a nice guy."

Q—Ron, when the President left for his skiing trip from the White House lawn, he tripped over the leashes of his dogs. Was that planned also?

A—Well, I’ll be frank with you. I asked the President to trip over the dogs’ leashes because we were trying to give you fellows a story for the afternoon papers. I knew the President wasn’t going to make any news going to Vail for Christmas. But I was certain if he tripped over his dogs’ leashes it would make the front pages—and I was right.

Q—Ron, are you trying to tell us that every time the President trumpets, it’s thought out in advance?

A—Let’s say it’s discussed beforehand, as you know. Ford is the most co-ordinated President we’ve ever had, so we don’t want him to stumble too often. But when the occasion arises where we think it’s appropriate, we urge him to do it.

Q—Qu hose idea was it for the President to fall down the steps getting off the plane in Salisbury last June?

A—Henry Kissinger’s. He wanted to show President Sadat that we weren’t putting pressure on.

Q—So you feel President Ford’s fall at Salisbury turned President Sadat around?

A—The Suez Canal is now open isn’t it?

Q—Wouldn’t you say the President was deceiving the American people by stumbling when he doesn’t have to?

A—On the contrary, I think it helps his credibility. The difference between Mr. Ford and former Presidents is that we’ve only found out how badly they stumbled after they left office. President Ford has insisted the public know about his stumbling while he’s still in the White House.

Don’t forget the President stumbled into his job, and since it worked then it should help him with his election.

Q—Is that it, Ron?

A—I hear a funny joke about the President the other day. It’s really a Polish joke, but we switched it around to fit Mr. Ford. Would you like to hear it? Well, anyhow, there was a power failure at the White House and Mr. Ford was stuck on an escalator for three hours. Ha, ha, ha, ha. I’ll pass on any new ones to you as soon as I hear them.
by military brass and Rep. Paul N. McCluskey, ranking Republican member of the House Select Committee on Missing Persons in Southeast Asia. An elderly man, one of the relatives, wept as the caskets were unloaded.

About 50 other persons from the base stood in a roped off area, watching the brief ceremony.

The bodies are those of Lt. Commander Jesse Taylor Jr. of Los Alamitos, Calif., shot down Jan. 16, 1967, Lt. Col. Croley James Fulton of Hartford, Conn., shot down Feb. 29, 1968, and Capt. Ronald Dwight Perry of Gallup, N.M. They were shot down Dec. 21, 1972, were handed over to U.S. congressmen in Hanoi last Dec. 21. Later they had been flown to the Joint Casualty Resolution Center in Samne San, Thailand, for positive identification.


Relatives of Pugh and Perry were present but left without talking to reporters when the hearse that was loaded, escorted by the California Highway Patrol, took the remains to the Oakland Army Base mortuary for final preparation and subsequent transfer to the respective service branches for internment.

McCluskey said the Vietnam War and Laos "will cooperate as our government reciprocates in normalizing relations" and that the United States should treat the return of the remains "as an act of friendship on our part." He said the Asian nations expect in exchange U.S. actions such as lifting the trade embargo, exchanging ambassadors and "perhaps ultimately removing the victories" after their membership in the United Nations.

---

**Supreme Court permits local import taxation**

WASHINGTON (AP) — Reversing a rule in effect for more than 100 years, the Supreme Court ruled today that state and local governments Wednesday they may freely tax imported merchandise.

The court overruled an 1871 decision that such goods are exempt from taxation as long as they remained in their original form or package.

Federal taxes on imported taken may be levied at U.S. ports of entry. State and local governments have been unable to levy any more taxes on the imports as long as they remained in a warehouse, for example, in the form or package in which they came from abroad.

Once such goods were broken out of their packages and placed on store shelves, they were subject to state and local taxes, such as sales taxes, like other goods.

In an opinion by Justice William Brennan Jr., the court conceded that its decision may increase the cost of goods imported from abroad. But it said such increased costs, even if they are passed on to the consumer, would be a fair exchange for the police and fire protection given the goods.

"There is no reason why local taxpayers should subsidize the services used by the importer," Brennan wrote.

The court reached farther than it was asked to go in deciding the case. It had been asked only to draw a line as to when goods imported in enterized cargoes shipped cease to be in their original package.

Justice Byron R. White, however, said the case should have been decided on grounds that the tires were no longer in their original form. He said there was no need for the court, on its own, to overrule its 105-year-old decision.
PITTSBURGH (AP) — Chairman Bob R. Dorsey of Gulf Oil Corp. resigned under fire Wednesday as directors sought to end the company's political contribution scandal.

Three other Gulf officers were forced out by the board. They all were mentioned in the investigation of Gulf's illegal contributions that surfaced almost three years ago when a $100,000 donation to former President Richard Nixon's political campaign came to light.

Dorsey vowed last June that he would not resign as chief executive, a job he had held since 1967. He was the last of a board of directors that has declined to comment since he was named to succeed Dorsey.

Neither Dorsey, the other officers, nor McAfie were available for comment Wednesday.

At Gulf, it has been two years to go before retirement from the company he joined 35 years ago. He had stated that he had nothing to do with the slush fund, which dispensed $12.3 million to politicians from 1969 until 1973.

Meanwhile, in Washington, Securities and Exchange Commission chairman Roderick M. Hills said Wednesday that 30 major U.S. corporations are under active investigation for alleged bribery, kickbacks and illegal campaign contributions.

He said an additional 15 corporations have made voluntary disclosures of such contributions and that nine others are the subject of civil suits brought by the SEC.

Hills made the disclosure as Sen. William Proxmire, D-Wis., chairman of a congressional Joint Economic Committee subcommittee called for the resignations or firing of all corporate officials involved in proven financial misconduct.

Hills said that major changes have been made in the account systems of many corporations that concealed illegal payments in their books and often hid them from their own auditors. Hills declined to give the names of any of the total of 45 corporations that are either being investigated or have voluntarily disclosed past activities.

Kissinger goes to Moscow
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To the Faculty and Students of the University of Notre Dame:

Sapp writes in the February 1976 semester, but will extend the duration of its enquiry should this prove necessary. The Committee may also invite further persons for interview on the basis of the written communications it receives.

The Committee believes that the complete confidentiality of its proceedings is essential to the success of its task. Hence, its members will individually provide no information to any person concerning any activity of the Committee. The only communications will be those made by the Provost Review Committee as a whole.

Gerald F. Jones
Edward Moiler
James L. Massey (Chairman)
Ermam McClum
D. Timothy O'Mara
Robert M. Panoff
Harris challenges Morton job

WASHINGTON (AP) — Democratic presidential candi­date Fred Harris filed a complaint with the Federal Election Commission on Wednesday night, asking for an investiga­tion of President Ford's ap­pointment of Rogers C.B. Mor­ton to a White House post with political duties.

A spokesman for the Harris campaign said Harris called for a "full investigation and full disclosure concerning the mixed White House and political duties of Morton."

(continued from page 3)

WASHINGTON (AP) — The inventor of an electric dart gun designed as an alternative to flashlights, and sold for self de­fense, said his device has been used at least 20 times, "one half in self de­fender" has been used at least 10 times.

Cover met for 75 minutes with staff members of the U.S. Consumer Product Safety Com­mission to review the medical and engineering tests per­formed on the device since he began developing it eight years ago.

The device has law enforce­ment and other government of­ficials puzzled. The Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms has decided that it is a gun and must be registered and be­ar a serial number. New York City has ruled that carry­ing a Taser is a crime, as has Canada.

Cover told the product safety Commission representatives that he saw little likelihood that the Taser would come into wide use by criminals, because its range is only 15 feet and it only holds two cartridges each containing two simultaneously-fired darts.

He also said he had received no reports of fatalities or serious injuries being caused by the 3,000 Tasers his company has sold in the nearly one year it has marketed the product.

Health services compared

Ford on Tuesday named the former Commerce secretary a counselor on economic and do­mestic policy with "incidental duties of liaison with the Presi­dent Ford Committee and the Republican National Com­mittee." 

White House spokesman Ron Neszen said Morton's political duties would be limited, al­though it had earlier been un­derstood that Morton would act mainly as a liaison between the White House and Ford's elec­tion committee. As a counselor with Cabinet rank, Morton would receive a governm ent salary of $44,600.

"If, as his own comments in­dicate, his primary duties are to help President Ford's camp­aign ... he should not be re­paid by the federal Gun Control Act of 1968.

"The risk of this potentially lethal weapon falling into the hands of criminals is too great to allow it to be sold, manufac­tured or imported into Cana­da," said Canadian Justice Minister Ron Basford, in an­nouncing the decision to ban the Taser.

The Taser has law enforce­ment and other government of­ficials perplexed. The Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms has decided that it is a gun and must be registered and be­ar a serial number. New York City has ruled that carry­ing a Taser is a crime, as has Canada.

Cover told the product safety Commission representatives that he saw little likelihood that the Taser would come into wide use by criminals, because its range is only 15 feet and it only holds two cartridges each containing two simultaneously-fired darts.

He also said he had received no reports of fatalities or serious injuries being caused by the 3,000 Tasers his company has sold in the nearly one year it has marketed the product.
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Spring training may be delayed

Jehovah's Witnesses must allow blood transfusion

Holding an early spring training date is unnecessary because of the reserve clause, Commissioner Bowie Kuhn indicated Wednesday that opening dates would be in late February. The 11th meeting in a series of negotiations is scheduled for Thursday.

"There are no definite dates for spring training," Kuhn said at a joint meeting of American and National League owners.

Messersmith, Los Angeles Dodgers pitching star, challenged baseball's reserve clause by refusing to sign a contract for last season and last month was declared a free agent by a baseball arbitrator. The owners have a court suit pending in Kansas City which they hope will uphold the legality of the reserve clause.

Kuhn said he hoped for a settlement with the players soon, "but the matter is not resolved and I won't be satisfied until it is.

"Asked about the proposed move of the San Francisco Giants to Toronto, the commissioner said, "we'll have to see how the litigation works out."

He reiterated that he felt the San Francisco Bay Area, with its geographical location, made it an excellent location for a major league franchise in the future. Kuhn brushed off a report in Wednesday's edition of the Washington Star that he would resign unless baseball supported his long effort to return a team to the nation's capital.

"I would only tell something like that to my wife," he said.

Morris Angel, a San Francisco lawyer, reported that Kuhn told a congressional committee of his threat to resign. The committee is demanding a replacement for the Senators who moved to Texas in 1971.

Jehovah's Witnesses must allow blood transfusion

CINCINNATI (AP) A Hamilton County judge has ordered a young Jehovah's Witness to receive the blood transfusion that his family is refusing to allow.

Judge William McClain ruled Tuesday that General Hospital had the authority to give him transfusions if such treatment is needed to keep him alive.

"Miss Broach's ability to make a decision at this time because of her weakened condition, they are powerless to give the transfusion without court approval and without also risking court action in the future," the judge said.

Miss Broach was admitted to General Hospital on December 26, acutely ill of chronic renal failure, with uremia, according to doctors.

Miss Broach and her mother refused to allow the transfusion on religious grounds. Although hospital officials say she doubts Miss Broach's ability to make a decision at this time because of her weakened condition, they are powerless to give the transfusion without court approval and without also risking court action in the future.

Feminist leader to speak Sunday

Patricia Golz, International President of Feminists for Life, will speak at the St. Mary's Clubhouse on Sunday, Jan. 18, at 3:30 p.m. The topic of Golz's address will be "The Essence of the Truly Liberated Woman.

Golz is president of the Columbus, Ohio chapter of the National Organization for Women (NOW), the nation's largest feminist organization. She was, however, expelled for her outspoken pro-life views and founded another feminist group which has similar goals as NOW but is anti-abortional.

The public is invited to the address and to a discussion following.
Sophomore Dave Batton excelled both offensively and defensively in the Irish's 119-78 victory over Ball State last night.

Danley and Batton continued to be hot at the start of the second half and they propelled the Irish to a 47-47 lead with 2:40 gone in the period. They then rallied off a 10 streak, with Duck Williams turning in several twisting drives to the basket and Danley connecting on some offensive rebound goals. Leading 97-65 with 1:02 left in the game, Phelps began to empty the bench.

Our shooting has carried us in other games but it left us tonight. We are usually not a bad rebounding team, but we were killed on the boards. Playing Notre Dame has got to help us in the Mid-American Conference'

High scorer for the Cardinals was forward Pete Kuzma, who came off the bench to score fifteen points. Boarden added fourteen and Lohi totaled twelve. Duck Williams followed Danley and Batton in a Irish scoring column with twelve points. Ray Martin, hitting on some spinning drives to the basket and having a perfect night at the foul line, notched ten points. Toby Knight, Paterson, Bruce Flowers and Randy Hafner all had eight. Dave Kuzmics scored three points while Myron Schooelmak and Roger Anderson combined for eight.